Abstract

Multilingualism is an international fact of life and increasing in the United States. Multilingual families are exceedingly diverse, and policies relevant to them should take this into account. The quantity and quality of a child’s exposure to responsive conversation spoken by fluent adults predicts both monolingual and multilingual language and literacy achievement. Contexts supporting optimal multilingualism involve early exposure to high quality conversation in each language, along with continued support for speaking both languages. Parents who are not fluent in English should not be told to speak English instead of their native language to their children; children require fluent input, and fluent input in another language will transfer to learning a second or third language. Messages regarding optimal multilingual practices should be made available to families using any and all available methods for delivering such information, including home visitation programs, healthcare settings, center-based early childhood programs, and mass media.
We often begin the New Year with resolutions that include losing weight or exercising more. Some people resolve to learn a new skill or language. In many countries, it is customary to be versed in more than one language. However, in the U.S., being multilingual as a child is often linked to poor conditions and outcomes compared to being a monolingual child. In this Social Policy Report (SPR), McCabe and colleagues remind us of the strength of being multilingual and its benefit for children’s later outcomes and well-being. They present an array of practices, programs and policies that can support families and children to maintain their home language and subsequently their culture.

Four commentaries expand on the issues raised in the McCabe et al. paper. Lisa López emphasizes the heterogeneity, importance of additive rather than subtractive environments, and need for more research regarding multilingualism. Stephanie Curenton expands on the notion of who should be considered multilingual by also considering dialect (e.g., Caribbeans, African Americans), which may also benefit from educational supports. Michael López underscores the importance of examining sociocultural contexts and cultural adaptations when developing programming and policies for children who are multilingual. Finally, Diane August calls for federal funding to identify and evaluate best practices, as well as the strategies to facilitate adoptions of best practices by practitioners to support children who are multilingual.

Considering the complexity of multilingualism nationally and globally, the SPR authors and commentators, together, emphasize the need for more research in this area, as well as the need to view having more than one language (or dialect) as a strength. Furthermore, policies that seek to address the needs of children who are multilingual and their families should be additive rather than subtractive and consider the heterogeneity and sociocultural context of this population. Examining how best to support the development and learning of children who are multilingual is thus quite critical.

Endorsement of this Social Policy Report by the American Academy of Pediatrics is both an honor and an important way to reach those caring for the health of children with this important message and the research behind it.

— Iheoma Iruka (Issue Editor)
Samuel L. Odom (Editor)
Kelly L. Maxwell (Editor)
Multilingualism is an international fact of life, with roughly 2/3 of the world’s population estimated to understand and speak two or more languages (Dörnyei & Csizer, 2002). The United States is less multilingual than this, but is increasingly so; almost 20% of the United States population is multilingual (Grosjean, 2010). The number of children (ages 5-17) who come from non-English-speaking homes was roughly 11.2 million in 2009, a rise from 4.7 million in 1980 (Aud et al., 2011). Although some individuals may be concerned that multilingualism puts children at risk, research does not support this. Further, speaking more than one language is often considered an entry card for the global economy.

Finding terms that adequately capture children on whom we will focus in this report is challenging. Nearly 25% of children in the United States come from immigrant families, and first- and second-generation immigrant children are the fastest growing sectors of the U.S. child population (Hernández, Denton, & Macartney, 2008). Although many of the children and families we discuss are immigrants, some are born in the United States. Many of these individuals are referred to as English Language Learners (ELL) in the United States, but our report also has implications for children from immigrant families abroad who are in the process of acquiring both the home and societal language. While many ELL children studied by U.S. researchers have Spanish as a native language by no means all do; the National Center for Education Statistics indicates that in 2009, 8,043,000 5- to 17-year-old students spoke Spanish at home, 1,484,000 spoke Indo-European languages other than Spanish (e.g., French), 1,244,000 spoke an Asian or Pacific Islander language, and 433,000 spoke other languages than those. The terms present in the literature that have emerged through the process of writing this report are heritage language speakers, Spanish-speaking children, dual language learners, English Language Learners, and multilinguals (some children acquire more than two languages).

Speaking two languages in the United States is often confounded with living in poverty. Multilingual Language Learners (MLL) growing up in poverty often start school behind their monolingual peers (Oller & Eilers, 2002) and maintain poorer trajectories of development throughout the school years (Hoff & Place, 2011). We hope to highlight how research might inform practice and policy for those who can most benefit from early interventions. This report represents a collaborative effort by a group of scholars in the field of language development to respond to the urgent need for evidence-based guidance in dealing with increasing numbers of multilingual children and is framed by four questions. (1) What are the broad social and historical contexts of multilingual learners in the United States? (2) What are the demographic characteristics of a multilingual family? (3) Which, if any, basic language developmental processes and effective strategies for promoting monolingual children’s language can be applied to multilingual children? (4) What home, education, and community contexts support learning multiple languages? After reviewing the evidence, we close with implications for policy and practice.

What Are the Broad Social and Historical Contexts of Multilingual Learners in the United States?

Acquiring two languages in circumstances where both the home language (L1) and the second language (L2) are supported, as in Canada and certain European countries (e.g., Belgium; De Houwer, 1990), produces what some call additive multilingualism. Such countries view multilingualism as an asset that enhances the social and economic prowess of the speaker (Snow & Kang, 2006). Unfortunately, multilingual children in the United States are often from immigrant families who are disproportion-
ately low-income, exposed to the risks faced by low-income children in general. These children typically enter school speaking a language other than English (L1), often acquiring English (L2) during the preschool years. Many of these children fail to develop sufficient English skills to keep pace with their peers. For others, L1 competence is neglected and gradually replaced with English. In such instances, English fluency is associated with reduced competence in L1 (Baker & Hornberger, 2001)—subtractive multilingualism.

What Are the Demographic Characteristics of a Multilingual Family?
There is no such thing as a typical multilingual family or situation (See page 5). Multilingual families come from different ethnic groups bringing with them a diverse set of values, practices, and resources. Among immigrant parents of children under 6 years old in the United States, the largest percentage comes from Central and South America, as well as the Caribbean countries (64%), and smaller percentages come from countries in Asia (23%), Europe and Canada (7%), and Africa and the Middle East (6%) (Capps et al., 2005). More than 350 languages are represented within the U.S. multilingual population, but Spanish predominates (72%—eight million people—speak Spanish at home) (Aud et al., 2011). The percentage of multilingual children is larger among the youngest in public education (Capps et al., 2005).

Regardless of origin, immigrant families are often challenged by poverty but also bring many strengths (Castro, Espinosa, & Páez, 2011). Consider the fact that 84% of immigrant families involve two parents (compared to 76% of native-born families; Hernández et al., 2008), providing children with increased access to adult conversation. Immigrant families also often highly value their children’s education (Pérez & Zarate, 2006).

Which, if any, Basic Language Developmental Processes and Effective Strategies for Promoting Monolingual Children’s Language Can Be Applied to Multilingual Children?
Decades of research with monolingual children and more recent research with multilingual children have established that more language exposure results in more language learning. The quantity of mothers’ child-directed speech predicts vocabulary size and speed of language processing in monolingual children (Hart & Risley, 1995). Likewise, studies of multilingual children indicate that the relative and absolute amounts of exposure to each language predict children’s levels of vocabulary and grammatical development in each language (Oller & Eilers, 2002; Song, Tamis-LeMonda, Yoshikawa, Kahana-Kalman, & Wu, 2012).

Besides vocabulary and grammar, a comprehensive language approach to early literacy requires that all levels of language be addressed (e.g., phonology, narrative; Dickinson, McCabe, Anastasopoulos, Peisner-Feinberg, & Poe, 2003). We review the research on monolingual development in these areas because most of it is relevant to multilingual development but has not necessarily been studied in that context.

What Kind of Input Supports Monolingual Development?
In addition to quantity, quality of the input matters. Parents’ responsiveness, defined as prompt, contingent, and appropriate verbal replies to children’s verbal initiatives (Bornstein, Tamis-LeMonda, Hahn, & Haynes, 2008) consistently predicts gains in language (Landry, Smith, & Swank, 2006). Particularly for children under 18 months, language input is more likely to result in language learning when it is responsive to the child’s behavior, attention, or verbalizations (Tamis-LeMonda, Bornstein, Kahana-Kalman, Baumwell, & Cyphers, 1998). With 2- and 3-year-olds, beneficial language experience takes the form of conversations in which mothers ask their children questions and there are numerous conversational exchanges (Hoff, 2006).

The content of parent talk also influences children’s language development and may be considered one aspect of responsiveness. In particular, children learn words for things and events that interest them. Younger children readily assume that words map onto objects they find interesting (Hollich, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2000). When parents talk about what the child is looking at, children have more advanced vocabularies. Parents who redirect children’s attention and label objects not of interest have children who learn fewer words (e.g., Hollich et al., 2000; Golinkoff, 1981).

Diversity of parental speech (i.e., the use of different word types and different communicative functions) is associated with children’s vocabulary size, rate of vocabulary growth, and communicative diversity (e.g., Hart & Risley, 1995; Hoff, 2003; Tamis-LeMonda, Baumwell, & Cristofaro, 2012), phonological awareness (Sénéchal, Ouellette, & Rodney, 2006), listening comprehension (Sénéchal et al., 2006), and cognitive skills and school
The Specificity Principle (SP) in Multiple Language Learning
By Marc H. Bornstein

The Specificity Principle in multiple language learning asserts that the acquisition of multiple languages is moderated by six key specifics: setting condition, person, language, time, mechanism, and outcome. Our understanding of multiple language learning depends on these specifics, and they have policy implications.

Important setting conditions that moderate learning multiple languages include, for example, whether children live in isolated families or enclaves where the dominant language spoken is their first one (Flores et al., 2002); family socioeconomic status, education level, and literacy skills (Carhill, Suárez-Orozco, & Páez, 2008); parents’ desire to pass on their heritage language (Ellers, Pearson, & Cobo-Levis, 2006); and exposure to each language (Bialystok, 2001; Cote & Bornstein, 2012).

Characteristics of the person learning an additional language are also significant. For example, girls tend to learn language more rapidly than boys (Bornstein & Cote, 2005), and members of a linguistic minority group must possess a favorable attitude toward the dominant language group (Lambert, 1977). Whether a language learner views acquisition of a second language as instrumental to success matters as well (Clement, Gardner, & Smythe, 1977), as does language ability (Cummins, 1979). Although English globally dominates as an international second language, multiple language learning occurs among any languages, and so all combinations and permutations are possible. However, languages vary in typology, and different languages have different inflections, word orders, morphologies, etc., so language learning is moderated by the specific languages involved. In general, too, the greater the similarity of L1 and L2, the better the acquisition of L2 (Barac & Bialystok, 2012). Various constructions of time play determinative roles in new language acquisition. One is the age (or developmental status) of the language learner. Generally, children acquire a second language faster and more easily than adults (Chan & Leong, 1994), and when a second language is learned after early childhood it is not learned as well as when it is acquired earlier (Abrahamsson & Hyltenstam, 2009). Thus, immigrant youth are more likely to be multilingual than their parents (Schwartz, Pantin, Sullivan, Prado, & Szapocznik, 2006). Duration of exposure counts too. Studying children who began a multilingual program in Grades K-3 in Arizona, MacSwan and Pray (2005) found that 21% reached L2 proficiency by the end of 2 years, 69% by the end of 4 years, and 92% by the end of 5 years. Historical time is another temporal consideration in multiple language learning. Heritage language maintenance in the U.S. has sometimes been described as following the “three-generation rule.” The first generation of immigrants maintains the heritage language and may learn little English, their children born in the U.S. become multilingual, and the third generation is typically monolingual in English. Language learning also depends on the specific mechanism through which new languages are acquired. Spanish-English multilingual children’s English vocabulary size is positively correlated with parental estimates of the proportion of English input that the child received, whereas Spanish-language vocabulary size is negatively correlated with estimates of English input (Marchman, Martinez-Sussmann, & Dale, 2004). Other mechanisms involve the reward of desirable language use and discouragement of undesirable language use, as well as observation and modeling by L2 learners (Gass & Mackey, 2007) and direct instruction involving formal tuition, curricula, and school classrooms (White, Muñoz, & Collins, 2007). Finally, multiple language learning is moderated by the language outcome. Language is multidimensional; language learning involves the production and comprehension of phonology, semantics, grammar, and pragmatics, and different indicators of language may change, change at different rates, change only in some language learners, in some languages, and so forth (Lipka & Siegel, 2007). L2 learners score higher in oral proficiency, reading, and writing, but lower in pronunciation (Cenoz, 2002). Additionally, multilinguals typically discuss certain topics mainly or only in one language (Genesee et al., 2004).

In sum, multiple language learning seems not to proceed in a uniform or universal fashion, but is moderated by multiple factors of setting condition, person, language, time, mechanism, and outcome. With the foregoing in mind, we can see too that the SP has implications for language science and for social policy. The SP helps to make sense of disparate results in the corpus of language research, refine investigations of multiple language learning, and identify gaps in language science. The SP also has implications for policy-making, program design, and classroom teaching. Traditionally, majoritarian positions shape policy recommendations; however, program designs concerned with second language learning need to focus on specific setting conditions, peoples, languages, times, mechanisms, and domains. Many children from language minorities participate in intervention programs, but a “one-size-fits-all” strategy may not benefit them equally. Language-learning programs are best fine-tuned based on the characteristics of different multilingual children (see Bornstein, 2013).
Parents who talk at length with their children regarding past experiences … have children who excel in narrating …, and this may in turn influence many other levels of language …

Parents who talk at length with their children regarding past experiences (i.e., by elaborately and extensively reminiscing with their children) have children who excel in narrating (see Fivush, Haden, & Reese, 2006, for a review), and this may in turn influence many other levels of language (e.g., vocabulary). In elaborative reminiscing, parents ask many wh- questions about past events, encouraging children to say who was involved, what objects were involved, where and when something occurred, how one thing led to another, and why people behaved as they did. Low-income mothers who were randomly assigned to a condition in which they were instructed and encouraged to elaborate conversations with their 3- to 4-year-old children about past experiences (e.g., what happened at preschool) had children whose vocabularies and narrative skills exceeded those of their peers assigned to a control condition (Peterson, Jesso, & McCabe, 1999). This finding was extended in another study of 4-year-olds; low-income mothers trained in elaborative reminiscing had children with better narratives and story comprehension than children of mothers trained in dialogic reading (Reese, Leyva, Sparks, & Grodnick, 2010). Adults trained to elaborate on and take dictation of children’s oral narratives for a year succeeded in bringing children’s vocabularies from significantly below average to average and improved their narratives compared to children in comparable preschools who did not receive such input (McCabe, Boccia, Bennett, Lyman, & Hagen, 2010). The ability to produce an oral narrative upon entrance to kindergarten predicts 4TH, 7TH, and 10TH grade reading comprehension (Snow, Porche, Tabors, & Harris, 2007).

Positive tone is also important. When maternal speech is marked by negatively toned commands and other forms of directives, language development is insufficiently supported (Hart & Risley, 1995; Hoff-Ginsberg, 1986). Mother’s referential (but not regulatory) language contains more nouns and adjectives, whereas regulatory language is characterized by fewer specific words and more pronouns (Tamis-LeMonda, Song, Leavell, Kahana-Kalman, & Yoshikawa, 2012). An overreliance on commands and directives may cut short the rich vocabulary that emerges when parents ask questions. For example, “Where would you like to go?” invites a conversational response whereas “Let’s go” does not.

Teaching vocabulary in integrated and meaningful contexts also enriches and deepens children’s background knowledge and hence their lexicons (Hirsh-Pasek, Golinkoff, Berk, & Singer, 2009). An adult who talks about hammers, hard hats, screwdrivers, and tool belts while building something with a child or reading a book about building provides an optimal context for acquiring extensive, connected vocabulary and concepts. Beyond providing children with the words of their language, parents facilitate matching words to their referents through nonverbal behaviors such as gesturing. Gestures make parents’ intentions salient and “narrow the search space” (Zukow-Goldring, 2006). Moreover, synchronizing gestures and words create a unitary experience for infants who perceive such stimuli as “belonging together” (Rader & Zukow-Goldring, 2010). Research supports the benefits of gestures for child word learning (e.g., Rowe & Goldin-Meadow, 2009; Tamis-LeMonda, Song, Leavell, Kahana-Kalman, & Yoshikawa, 2012). Some cultures use gestures to a greater extent than others. Children from these cultural groups (e.g., Mexican children) may display more gesture use...
and higher skills at sequencing and imitating actions and following commands that incorporate gestures despite lower expressive language (Tamis-LeMonda, Song et al., 2012).

Book sharing also supports oral language and emergent literacy. Emergent literacy skills—developmental precursors to literacy—include growth of receptive vocabulary and narrative skills, concepts and knowledge, articulation, phonological awareness, print concepts and awareness, and early forms of writing such as scribbles and drawings (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). These too emerge in the context of rich language conversations between parent and child especially when these conversations occur around books. Interactive reading mirrors structural features of classroom lessons and therefore equips children with interactive strategies for classroom participation (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975). The language parents direct to children during bookreading is more diverse than that used in many other situations, which may explain the benefits of bookreading interactions for early language development (Hoff-Ginsberg, 1991; Song et al., 2012).

Children growing up in schooled societies are expected to develop literacy skills (Tamis-LeMonda & Song, 2013). A recent report from the National Early Literacy Panel (2008) presents a meta-analysis of research and recommendations for early childhood educators on promoting foundational literacy skills. The report identifies the skills that predict later reading, writing or spelling outcomes, and the types of early literacy intervention that promote children’s early literacy skills. Their findings support the importance of alphabet knowledge, phonological awareness, rapid auto-naming of letters or digits, rapid auto-naming of objects or colors, writing one’s name, and phonological memory as predictive skills for literacy development. An additional five early literacy skills were also identified as potentially important variables, including concepts of print, print knowledge, reading readiness (e.g., alphabet knowledge), oral language skills, and visual processing.

Engagement in literacy activities such as book reading promotes all these emergent literacy skills (Duursma et al., 2007; Raikes et al., 2006; Rodriguez & Tamis-LeMonda, 2011; Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002). In turn, emergent literacy skills relate to later measures of cognitive development, positive attitudes toward literacy, school readiness, and later reading achievement (Raikes et al., 2006; Sénéchal, LeFevre, Hudson, & Lawson, 1996).

However, not all parents (immigrant or native-born, monolingual or multilingual) are confident or comfortable reading to their children. Furthermore, immigrant families in the United States often have less access to books in their native language and engage in lower rates of book reading compared to monolingual families (Raikes et al., 2006). Despite these challenges, studies of programs seeking to promote reading aloud (e.g., Reach Out and Read; see below) suggest that even parents with limited language skills in English can be receptive to messages regarding reading aloud (e.g., Silverstein, Iverson, & Lozano, 2002). Wordless picture books may be a way to engage parents in sharing books with children without arousing anxiety about their own literacy skills.

In short, most of the lessons learned regarding optimal linguistic input to monolingual children apply to multilingual children: Children need to hear substantial amounts of responsive, positive, diverse, complex talk about objects and past events of interest to them. Because such input is likely to be best provided by native speakers of a given language, parents should be encouraged to speak the language(s) with which they feel most comfortable. Parents who are less skilled in English will feel most comfortable, and in turn offer richer language input, when speaking their native tongue. In contrast, parents who are fluent multilinguals offer children rich language experiences in multiple languages, and in turn promote fluent multilingualism in their children.

What Home, Education, and Community Contexts Support Learning Multiple Languages?

In the United States, many policy discussions regarding multilingualism have focused on the potential for multilingual children to experience lags in measured L1 and L2 relative to monolingual children (Bialystok & Feng, 2011; Gathercole & Thomas, 2009; Hoff, 2013; Oller & Eilers, 2002; Páez, Tabors, & López, 2007). These apparent lags are in part the consequence of study design challenges regarding confounding family characteristics (i.e., poverty). Discussions should be reframed to identify and strengthen contexts that best support language development in multilingual children. We focus here on two factors: (1) early exposure of both L1 and L2 development.

1) Early Exposure to Quality L1 and L2 Language Input. Existing research supports the idea that early, high quality exposure to multiple languages results in enhanced child language outcomes across each of the
languages. Children who are exposed to high quality input in two languages before the age of 3 years (and continue to be exposed to both over time) outperform others who are first exposed after age 3 in reading, phonological awareness, and competence in both languages (Kovelman, Baker, & Petitto, 2008). Children who hear two languages from infancy start to learn both languages simultaneously, and the course of development in each language looks very much like the trajectory followed by monolingual children. The kinds of words children learn and the relations between their vocabulary and grammatical development in each language show the same patterns as are seen in monolingual development (Conboy & Thal, 2006; Parra, Hoff, & Core, 2011). Despite concerns about apparent lags experienced by multilingual children in L1 and L2 relative to monolingual peers, when the total language of multilingual children is considered inclusive of L1 and L2, an assessment practice that is optimal, the overall rate of growth is at least equal to the rate of language growth in monolingual children (Hoff et al., 2012). Thus, if opportunities to learn more than one language from fluent speakers exist early on, children learning multiple languages will not be hindered in their development. Rather, the likelihood of them becoming proficient in both languages is greater than the likelihood for children without such opportunities.

As is the case for monolingual development, the rate of language development in multilingual children depends on the amount of language exposure in each language (De Houwer, 2009; Hoff et al., 2012; Place & Hoff, 2011; Song et al., 2012). For example, positive relations were found between the percentages of words children were reported to produce on Spanish and English MacArthur Communicative Development Inventories (a parental survey of a child’s language development) and estimates of input in each language (Hoff et al., 2012; Place & Hoff, 2011). Hearing substantial language input from multiple speakers of any given language is more supportive of language development than hearing it from fewer speakers (Jia, Aaronson, & Wu, 2002; Place & Hoff, 2011).

The proficiency of the speakers who talk to children also matters. Among adults who were immigrants as children or teenagers, L2 skills are related to differences in their parents’ levels of language (Jia et al., 2002), with more fluent parents engendering greater fluency in their children. In young simultaneous multilinguals, differences in L2 skills are related to the proportion of their input that is provided by native speakers of that language over and above the effects of the amount of language exposure (Place & Hoff, 2011), a practice that has implications for staff to child ratios in schools.

2) Need for Continued Support of Both L1 and L2. In the United States, it is a common pattern for MLL toddlers to become increasingly English-dominant in their language skills during the preschool years, while growth in L1 decelerates, reflecting increases in their exposure to English both inside and outside the home (Bridges & Hoff, in press). However, studies have documented that this need not be the case when L1 and L2 receive continual support. For example, studies of children in environments that actively support multilingualism (e.g., children in two-way bilingual schools1 in the United States and Canada and Welsh-English multilinguals in Wales) indicate that if dual language input is maintained, multilingual children can perform on par with monolingual children in both languages by the age of 10 years (Gathercole & Thomas, 2009). In fact, there is strong evidence to suggest that when children are reared in a high-quality language environment where both L1 and L2 are valued and used in an ongoing way, learning multiple languages has cognitive, social, and potentially economic benefits (e.g., Barac & Bialystok, 2012; Bialystok & Feng, 2011; Mechelli et al., 2004).

Considerable research on the language and literacy development of preschool children indicates that multilingual programs and approaches that support and develop students’ L1 skills have other important advantages (Barnett, Yarosz, Thomas, Jung, & Blanco, 2007; Páez et al., 2007; Tabors, Páez, & López, 2003). Access to multilingual programming can assist children in their language and literacy development (August & Shanahan, 2006) by facilitating the integration of component skills (e.g., sound-symbol awareness, grammatical knowledge, vocabulary knowledge, etc.; Castro, Páez, Dickinson, & Frede, 2011). The development of language and literacy skills in one language can support the development of parallel skills in a second or third language (Brisk & Harrington, 2007). For example, Spanish-language skills and growth in Spanish contribute to the development of reading skills in English (Rinaldi & Páez, 2008). Importantly, rates of word growth in either language are associated with a variety of school readiness skills (Tamis-LeMonda, Song, Luo, Kuchirko, Kahan-Kalman, Yoshikawa & Raufman, forthcoming). Phonological awareness also shows such transfer from one language to the other;

1Two-way multilingual schools usually involve a student body half of which is fluent in one language, half in another, and instruction in each language for a certain portion of each day. Such schools support language-majority and language-minority students.
Children acquire language best when parents speak with them in a language in which parents are proficient. If a parent is most comfortable in English, then early exposure to such proficient English is beneficial (Kovelman et al., 2008). If one parent is proficient in Dutch and another in French, for example, infants will show fluent acquisition of both Dutch and French.

However, given the historical issues in the United States, parents, teachers, and other professionals sometimes are concerned that children who are exposed to L1 at home may not have sufficient English language exposure to prepare them for school. Unfortunately, when parents with limited English proficiency follow the frequent advice to speak primarily English to their children, they may be sacrificing a great deal in overall language development and getting less than expected in return in English development. For young immigrants, use of L2 in the home is a positive predictor of development of that language only if the parents have achieved a threshold level of proficiency in the second language (Paradis, Genesee, & Crago, 2011). When mothers in predominantly L1 homes increase their use of L2, they do not necessarily improve their children’s skills in that language, but they do decrease their children’s skill in L1 (Hammer, Davison, Lawrence, & Miccio, 2009).

Parents’ language use does more than provide a model for language learning. Language is also a primary vehicle through which adults socialize children, foster children’s cognitive development, communicate information, and transmit the beliefs and values of their culture. Parents may also limit their ability to convey content when they communicate with their children in a language they do not know well. In fact, children who speak their parents’ heritage language enjoy better relationships with their families (Oh & Fuligni, 2010) and are less likely to be alienated from them (Tabors, 1997). Finally, when parents do not use L1 in conversation with their children, they deny their children the opportunity to become multilingual.

Does Learning More Than One Language Put Children at a Disadvantage?
As noted above, in many countries around the world it is common for children to be exposed to multiple languages from birth, and such children are not at greater risk for language impairment (Paradis et al., 2011). Likewise, there is no evidence that giving up a heritage language will result in improved language outcomes in L2. Multilingual children’s acquisition strategies and developmental patterns are remarkably similar to those of monolingual children (De Houwer, 2009). Multilingual children develop separate, but related, linguistic systems, allowing them to learn a new language without interfering with the development of the first (Genesee, Paradis, & Crago, 2004). In fact, learning a heritage language facilitates acquisition of the second (Bialystok, 2001). In addition, a strong basis in L1 promotes school achievement in L2.

Similarly, multilingual children are not at a cognitive disadvantage; to the contrary, there is a large body of work that suggests that being multilingual fosters children’s ability to think about language per se, leading to increased metacognitive and metalinguistic skills (Bialystok, 2007). Recent brain research indicates that multilinguals have greater brain tissue density in the areas of the brain related to language, memory, and attention, with the highest levels of tissue density among those who were exposed to a second language prior to age 5 (Mechelli et al., 2004).

Multilingual children have been found to outperform monolingual children on measures of executive control (Barac & Bialystok, 2012; Bialystok, 2007) as early as age two (Poulin-Dubois, Blaye, Coutya, & Bialystok, 2011). Furthermore, multilingual children display flexibility in learning novel words or additional labels for previously known objects or actions, whereas monolingual children often have more difficulty learning a new label for an object that already has a name (Yoshida, 2008; but see Mervis, Golinkoff, & Bertrand, 1994). These differences are likely due to children adopting adaptive strategies for learning the words of their specific language contexts.
Fluent multilingualism—for example, where youth are proficient in English and their heritage language—is associated with high academic achievement and positive personality adjustment (Portes & Rumbaut, 2001).

That is, principles of “mutual exclusivity” (that referents have only one label) may be an effective way to build vocabulary in a monolingual context, yet less effective in situations where children are learning more than one language and this principle is frequently violated.

Knowledge of two languages also appears to increase children’s early literacy skills including phonemic awareness, decoding, and use of words with similar roots (Yoshida, 2008). Code-switching, or switching back-and-forth between languages within an utterance or in the course of a conversation, is not a sign of confusion, but indicative of children’s increased linguistic and cognitive control (Bhatt & Bolonyai, 2011).

Fluent multilingualism—for example, where youth are proficient in English and their heritage language—is associated with high academic achievement and positive personality adjustment (Portes & Rumbaut, 2001). Many authors (e.g., García, 1983; Rogler, Cortes, & Malgady, 1991) have speculated that individuals who have the ability to switch between two or more languages also exhibit higher cognitive functioning and mental health status than English Language Learners who abandon one of their languages.

Vocabulary Size: A Possible Exception?

Successful acquisition of multiple languages is desirable and possible given optimal support, but we would be remiss to ignore the fact that many children grow up in less than optimal language learning environments and that this circumstance results in some documented difficulties. Vocabulary skills are a domain of particular weakness for such dual language learners (Carlo et al., 2004). For example, a longitudinal study with young low socioeconomic status (SES) Spanish-speaking children found that these children are at risk for delays in early literacy development due to poor oral language abilities, in particular their low levels of vocabulary in both English and Spanish (Páez et al., 2007; Tabors et al., 2003). Children in this sample displayed limited English vocabulary skills when they were first assessed as 4-year-olds, and the gap between monolingual norms and the sample persisted through first grade. These findings are corroborated by other research with Spanish-speaking children (Lindsey, Manis, & Bailey, 2003), including research with Spanish-speaking children from high SES backgrounds (Umbel, Pearson, Fernandez, & Oller, 1992). Moreover, a review of vocabulary and second language acquisition concluded that Spanish-English dual language learners lag behind their monolingual English-speaking peers in both depth and breadth of vocabulary knowledge (August, Carlo, Dressler, & Snow, 2005). Comparative research with various multilingual populations has also found such a short-fall with Hebrew-English, Spanish-English, and Chinese-English multilingual students in first grade (Bialystok, Luk, & Kwan, 2005).

There are two important points to note regarding these research findings on vocabulary development. First, uneven vocabulary knowledge is common for young dual language learners. Second, there is a lack of data disaggregated by SES status, as the majority of studies have focused on multilingual children from low SES backgrounds.

Why Do Many Multilingual Learners Display A Vocabulary Gap?

The vocabulary gap experienced by many MLLs could be explained in part by demographic factors such as living in poverty (Hart & Risley, 1995). One in three immigrant families (34.1%) is considered poor when cost of housing, food, transportation for work, clothing, utilities, etc., are taken into account (Hernández et al., 2008), a rate that considerably exceeds that of native-born peers (18.1%) in the United States. Also, compared to native-born parents, a larger percentage of immigrant parents have less than a high school education (Capps et al., 2005). Poverty contributes to linguistic challenges faced by multilingual children because of what we know about what might be called the “Language of Poverty.” That is, monolingual children who are reared in poverty receive substantially less input, less varied input, and less positive input than their peers in higher SES environments (Hart & Risley,
Too often they hear reprimands and other types of language less optimal for language acquisition than the kind of optimal input mentioned above. The result is that their language processing is slower by 18 months of age and that their trajectory for language acquisition is much worse than their middle-class peers (Hurtado, Marchman, & Fernald, 2008).

In addition to the impact of poverty, there is a Matthew effect in language acquisition: Children who receive rich linguistic input get better and better in both comprehension and production, whereas children who are not so fortunate learn fewer words and understand fewer sentences (Fernald, 2006). That is, the gap between children of different SES backgrounds widens with age (Hart & Risley, 1995). However, the limited research with dual language learners from high SES backgrounds indicates that children can catch up to monolingual norms during the elementary grades (Umbel et al., 1992).

Practice and Policy Implications

What Are Optimal Conditions For Promoting Multilingualism?

What then, can caregivers and teachers do to ensure that children develop strong multilingual skills? The research reviewed in this report recommends several key strategies:

1. Ensure that children in multilingual contexts have long-term and enriched exposure to, and opportunity to use, both languages in a variety of contexts (Paradis et al., 2011).
2. Create an environment in which each language the child is learning to speak is supported; support the minority language (L1) in the child care environment.
3. Support L1 as much as possible by, for example, visits to areas where L1 is the dominant language spoken, as children may begin to prefer the majority language.
4. Speak to children in the language that comes most naturally to the caregiver, resulting in a richer and more diverse language environment.
5. Develop and/or identify programs that expose children to high-quality input in L2 at early ages.
6. Do not ascribe perceived language delays to multilingualism.

How Do We Get Accurate Information about Multilingualism Out to Parents of Multilingual Children: Promising Strategies

Messages about best practices regarding multilingual children frequently do not reach parents, leading to concerns and confusion about how best to foster language development. How can we bring messages from research to parents, particularly those who are low-income and ethically and linguistically diverse, especially in the early years of a child’s life (Dishion, Shaw, Connell, Gardner, Weaver, & Wilson, 2008)?

Delivery of parenting messages and interventions to multilingual homes may be complicated by a number of unique challenges. For instance, barriers to providing messages to parents through intervention in different settings may include the availability of program materials in L1 (Dumas, Arriaga, Begle, & Longoria, 2011), the availability of specialists/program staff who speak the same language(s) as the target family (Flores, 2005), and a cultural mismatch between families and intervention messages affecting participation and engagement (Dumas, Arriaga, Begle, & Longoria, 2010). Additional complications for multilingual families who may also be immigrants to the United States and have limited resources include the lack of knowledge about the availability of programs as well as fear of participation due to the potential to be found undocumented. Despite these challenges, there are four primary routes through which messages about language may successfully be delivered to parents of multilingual children:

1. home visitation,
2. healthcare,
3. center-based early childhood programs, and
4. mass media.

Home Visitation

The home visiting model, in which professionals visit the home of a target family to provide direct guidance, training, education, and social support, is one of the most widely used forms of services aimed to enhance early parent-child interactions in the United States. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) has identified 22 home visiting models, of which “evidence of effectiveness” has been shown for nine (Paulsell, Avelar, Sama Martin, & Del Grosso, 2011). Parenting issues
are addressed in these programs through strategies such as counseling, modeling behaviors, videotaping interactions with feedback, provision of learning materials such as toys and books, and motivational interviewing; examples are programs such as the Parent-Child Home Program (PCHP; Madden, O’Hara, & Levenstein, 1984) and Playing and Learning Strategies (PALS; Landry et al., 2011). Taken together, the overall effect of home visitation programs on child outcomes has been modest but consistent, with the strongest effects related to programs that focus on parenting practices and reinforce guidance with modeling and props such as books (Dickinson & Caswell, 2007). Impacts often extend to key psychosocial factors (“toxic stressors” such as maternal depression, Shonkoff et al., 2012). However, the relatively high cost of these programs—in the range of $2,000 to $6,000 per year—is a barrier to population level implementation (US Department of Health and Human Services, 2011). Home visitation programs have been effectively implemented with multilingual families, with PALS representing one example (Landry et al., 2011).

Health Care
Pediatric primary health care represents an innovative and underutilized platform that provides two distinct advantages for engaging parents. Thirteen to 15 preventive visits from birth through the age of 5 years are recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) (Hagan, Shaw, & Duncan, 2008) and provide an opportunity for “delivery of dose” (i.e., sufficient reinforcement of key information) that is comparable to that of some home visitation models. Health care successfully accesses otherwise difficult-to-reach populations, including low income, multilingual families, because of expansions of insurance (Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, 2010) together with vaccination requirements for school entry. Furthermore, a recent initiative called the “Patient Centered Medical Home” (PCMH) further enhances the opportunity provided by pediatric primary care to effectively work with parents through a multidisciplinary emphasis on family and psychosocial factors (American Academy of Pediatrics, 2002). In the context of the present discussion, pediatric primary care delivered by PCMH models is likely to have a strong foundation for implementation of programs engaging at-risk or hard-to-reach parents (e.g., low-SES multilingual parents). Three interrelated models of programs working with such populations and using strategies similar to those used by home visitation programs have been well-studied, including Reach Out and Read (ROR; Klass, Dreyer, & Mendelsohn, 2009; Zuckerman, 2009), the Video Interaction Project (VIP; Mendelsohn, Dreyer, Brockmeyer, Berkule, & Morrow, 2011; Mendelsohn, Dreyer, Flynn, Tomopoulos, Rovira, et al., 2005), which takes place during well child visits (birth to age three), and Healthy Steps (HS; Minkovitz et al., 2003). Program costs in this setting are reduced relative to other settings as a result of leveraging existing infrastructure and limiting need for added caregiver/pro-vider travel time. Costs in the pediatric platform can be as little as $10-15/child/year for ROR, enhancing potential for population-wide dissemination. ROR is particularly illustrative of this potential, with an established network of more than 4,700 sites across the United States serving approximately 4,000,000 young children each year, nearly three-quarters of whom live in at-risk, low-income and/or ethnically and linguistically diverse homes. As such, ROR reaches almost 25% of all low-income 0- to 5-year-old children in the United States today. Studies of both ROR and VIP have documented effective engagement of multilingual families (Mendelsohn et al., 2005; Mendelsohn, Dreyer, Brockmeyer, Berkule-Silberman, & Morrow, 2011; Mendelsohn, Huberman, et al., 2011; Needlman, Toker, Dreyer, Klass, & Mendelsohn, 2005; Silverstein et al., 2002).

Center-Based Early Childhood Education Programs (ECE)
Center-based programs provide an opportunity to engage with caregivers from at-risk families, especially with increasing trends of parenting relying on center-based programs for early child care (e.g., NICHD ECCRN, 2001); however, professional development for ECE staff to provide curricula sensitive to multilingual children would be essential. This has been particularly well-demonstrated through programs set during the preschool period such as Head Start and programs that have utilized Head Start settings such as Preschool PATHS-REDI and the Incredible Years (Bierman et al., 2008; Reid, Webster-Stratton, & Beauchaine, 2001). During the birth to 3-year period, Early Head Start (EHS) works with parents, many of whom speak languages other than English, on site or through home visitation, building on parent goals and strengths to facilitate parent-child interactions. In a large randomized controlled trial, EHS was associated with improvements in the overall home environment as well as increased reading, enhanced play, and reduced harsh discipline (Love et al., 2005). Despite documented impacts of ECE on par-
enting, capacity represents a barrier to population-level utilization of ECE for messaging, with EHS presently serving approximately 3% of low income children (DiLauro, 2009; Isaacs & Roessel, 2008).

Mass Media
Mass media have been implicated as having a host of negative effects on children; watching television in the first several years of life is associated with increased risk of attention problems (Christakis, Zimmerman, DiGiuseppe, & McCarty, 2004), aggression (Anderson & Bushman, 2001) and obesity (Crespo et al., 2001). Having said that, it is worth considering whether mass media could be used to convey information about multilingualism to parents.

Both traditional media such as print, radio and television, as well as newer platforms such as the Internet, social media, and mobile electronic devices have potential for impacts on behaviors, and therefore require careful consideration in seeking to engage multilingual, ethnically diverse, and at-risk parents. Media have some clear strengths with regard to the transmission of public health messages to parents, notably the sheer percentage of the population reached, as well as the low per capita cost for broadcasting such messages. Unfortunately, the potential power of media may be most clearly demonstrated outside of public health campaigns, in terms of undesirable behaviors modeled in the context of programming intended for entertainment, misinformation about health issues disseminated on the Internet, and messages of unsupported promises embedded in advertisements from commercial entities. Evidence is mixed regarding public health campaigns directed at changing behavior.

Policy Action Plan
The scientific research regarding the language and literacy development of multilingual children is bountiful and must be considered by any educational or policy organization interested in evidence-based best practices. This work will have more impact if made available to a wide range of stakeholders (parents, pediatricians, educators, child professionals, and policy makers) through a well-designed dissemination and implementation plan. We recommend the following steps to achieve these goals:

Step 1
Collaborations regarding multilingual children should be developed across disciplines of early childhood professionals, including scientist and non-scientist educators, psychologists, speech and language pathologists, and medical healthcare providers, together with public policy leaders.

These collaborations should be bidirectional, seeking to share research findings with, but also to discuss problems faced by, practitioners on the ground. Collaborations should include: (1) alliances across professional organizations (e.g., the Society for Research in Child Development and the American Academy of Pediatrics); (2) communication between basic and clinical scientists (e.g., meetings of researchers and clinicians at American Speech-Language-Hearing Association); (3) communication between scientists and other child professionals/policymakers (e.g., this report).

Step 2
Child professionals and policymakers should strategize to deliver clear and accessible messages from developmental research regarding best practices for supporting language and literacy development for multilingual children.

The delivery of such messages should: (1) Utilize multiple platforms, including those with potential for universal access (i.e., mass media, health care) and those with potential for targeted access (i.e., home visitation, early childhood education); (2) Include careful consideration of cultural factors including language and parenting beliefs (e.g., encouraging families to identify appropriate and feasible contexts in which to promote talk; (3) Be mindful of messages that will support learning in and out of school.

Step 3
The federal government should support research that: (a) further advances an understanding of basic developmental processes in multilingual children; (b) identifies and evaluates best practices regarding support of language and literacy development for multilingual children; and (c) optimizes delivery of messages regarding these best practices, with specific attention to: (1) implementation and cost-effectiveness across platforms; (2) potential for synergy in message delivery through cross-platform integration; and (3) children at high risk due to poverty.

Step 4
Strategies should be developed to address practical issues related to adoption of recommendations by child professionals, with attention to: (1) integration into existing professional development/continuing education and re-
quirements; (2) professional society policies and recommendations; (3) potential avenues for reimbursement.

Conclusions
This report debunks the myth that multilingualism is harmful to children, and offers guidance to parents (e.g., to speak language or languages in which they are comfortable), teachers (e.g., not to discourage parents from speaking L1), researchers, and policy makers on ways to promote positive language development in children from multilingual families. Children can become fluent in two languages and reap the benefits of dual-language skills under supportive contexts. Research on language development in monolingual children offers useful lessons for multilingual contexts: children’s language is most supported when adults engage children in responsive, positive, varied, and complex talk about objects of interest to those children, past personal experiences, and books they are reading with them. Moreover, in order to provide children with such optimally supportive language environments, parents should speak with their children using the language(s) with which they are proficient. Finally, it is important that messages regarding the importance of early language experiences and development reach multiple audiences, most notably the parents who will be raising the next generation. We recommend that the delivery of findings from developmental research should use multiple platforms, including those with potential for universal access (i.e., mass media, health care) and those with potential for targeted access (i.e., home visitation, early childhood education). We hope that the conclusions from this report will be carefully and widely implemented using all these means. In short, language learning need not be a zero-sum game.
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The multilingual child, as described by McCabe et al., is slowly becoming the new norm both in the United States and throughout the world. As the world becomes more global it is both beneficial and necessary to understand the development of and promote positive growth within the multilingual population. McCabe and colleagues seek to provide a social and historical context for multilingual learners, provide a glimpse into the demographics of this varied population, seek answers within the language development literature of monolingual speakers, and critique home, educational, and community contexts positioned to support the development of multilingualism within the United States. This review of best practices is timely in that a quarter of children entering U.S. schools this year come from multilingual homes, and yet the educational system continues to struggle with meeting the needs of these children.

The review of social and historical contexts identifies the differences between additive and subtractive environments for multilingual children. While additive environments, as found in Canada and Europe, promote the development of multiple languages, the subtractive environment often experienced in the U.S. results in the development of emerging bilinguals, children who have the potential to become bilingual with the proper support system but often lack full development of language skills in any language. The lack of support for language in emerging bilinguals may be attributed to various factors, including poverty, reduced home language environments, and limited support for the home language within the school and community (López, 2013). Without support and full development of the home language, these children are put at risk for not fully developing English language skills. As discussed by McCabe et al., research on dual language learners clearly points to the importance of the first language in the child's development of English.

The heterogeneity of the multilingual population in the U.S. is another important factor that warrants more attention when discussing best practices, yet is briefly discussed by McCabe et al. As mentioned in this report, over 350 languages are represented within the U.S. population, with 70% of the multilingual population speaking Spanish. Multilingualism is most common within first and second generation immigrants, while the third generation often speak only English. Poverty is a factor which ties together this immigrant population and often serves as a confounding variable in the interpretation of standardized data among this population. There are a large number of differing factors that are also prevalent. These factors may influence the development of multilingualism within subsequent generations. Such factors include level of education, access to resources, community support for language, English language proficiency within the home, generational status, immigration experience, transnationalism, and cultural idiosyncrasies. For example, research has shown that exposure and usage of the home language plays an important role in the maintenance and development of the home language. Children who are exposed to and are required to speak in their home language at home are at a greater benefit of becoming multilingual. In addition, those children who participate in a schooling environment in which the home language is promoted, such as two-way dual language immersion programs, develop advanced skills in both languages, serving as a protective factor for poverty (López & Tápanes, 2011).

There is an extensive amount of research available on the development of language processes in monolingual children. The authors of this report are prominent researchers within this field and should be commended for their review of the research within the context pre-
sent. The interpretation of the research conducted within a monolingual population is only now beginning to be explored within a multilingual context, and the research literature is still evolving with regard to the similarities and differences between these two related fields (i.e., development of language processes within monolingual and multilingual children). Language input, for example, has been shown to play an important role in the development of language of all children regardless of whether they are learning one or multiple languages. The authors summarize what should be considered optimal linguistic input for all children.

Other variables important in the acquisition of language and literacy skills, such as phonological awareness, have pointed to a cross-language relationship in which abilities in one language inform the development of such skills in a second language. In fact, although skills relating to phonological awareness may start off as more language specific early on as children are still developing their languages, the “capacity for understanding the mechanics of language assist bilingual children in transferring their skills from one language to another, helping them to view skills with less focus on a specific language and more focus on the skill itself” (López, 2012, p. 375). This metalinguistic awareness of language skills should help multilingual children excel in their development of language and literacy abilities. Therefore, as McCabe et al. allude to in their paper, understanding the processes underlying language learning in monolingual children may help inform the research on language processing in multilingual children.

The practical and policy implications afforded through this paper are many. Although the research regarding multilingual children and the benefits of multilingualism are increasing in prevalence, more needs to be done to build awareness. Providing children with proper instruction and support to become multilingual is essential for economic and social growth within a global economy. Early exposure to high quality language environments and continued support of multiple languages at home, school, and within the community are essential for the development of multilingualism. Teachers need to be better trained to work with and enhance language and literacy among dual language learners. Early childhood teachers who have received training on working with dual language learners and can identify best practices for working with these children (i.e., supporting their home language) yield students who are better prepared for kindergarten (Ramirez, López, & Ferron, 2013).

In working with Latino families I have seen first-hand the positive impact programs such as Reach out and Read, Head Start, and Univision’s “Es el Momento” campaign can have on the school readiness development of young Latino children. When conducting inventories in Latino homes, oftentimes the only Spanish language children’s books the families own have been provided to them through the Reach out and Read program at their local clinic. Families have also shared with me the important role Head Start teachers have played in supporting their family and culture (López & Tápanes, 2011). This support has given the families momentum to maintain the home language and develop high achieving multilingual children (López, 2013). Additionally, after an appearance on “Es el Momento” programming, I received a phone call from an immigrant parent thanking me for the information provided throughout the program which is helping her support her young children’s development. It is essential to continue providing resources and training that inform educators, pediatricians, and the mass media, among others, on the benefits of maintaining and supporting a child’s first language. Finally, I agree with the authors in that it is also essential to continue to fund research which takes a developmental approach to understanding the benefits of multilingualism, debunking the myths that multilingualism is harmful.

References
This multi-disciplined team of researchers did a wonderful job of highlighting the issues surrounding multilingual children, defined as children learning at least two, but perhaps more, languages. Understanding the needs of multilingual children is an important topic given that the United States is becoming increasingly diverse. Presently, at least 20 percent of the United States’ population speaks a language other than English at home (Johnson, Os, Drewery, Ennis, & Kim, 2010), and if those families who speak a creole or dialect were included then the percentage would be even greater. Although many African and Caribbean immigrants speak English fluently, these immigrant populations are also multilingual (Capps, McCabe, & Fix, 2011; Thomas, 2012), and many of which, especially those who have lower-education levels, speak a dialect or creole. Similarly, both middle- and low-income African American children speak English as well as African American English (Craig, Zhang, Hensel, & Quinn, 2009; Terry & Connor, 2012).

Creoles or dialects often are not included during national surveys assessing language diversity because there is controversy among linguists as to whether or not they should be considered unique, legitimate languages. Language can be defined as a shared system of communication that comprises five components: (1) phonology, (2) morphology, (3) syntax, (4) semantics, and (5) pragmatics. Often creoles or dialects are not considered languages because they might not possess all five components, but instead share many components with their parent languages. For example, creoles are communication systems based on two or more languages that evolved from pidgin languages. Examples of common creoles spoken within the United States are Haitian Creole, Jamaican Patois, and even some African creoles like Cameroonian Pidgin English. A dialect, on the other hand, is a shared language system that is considered to be a variation of one particular language, and it is usually spoken within a specific geographic region or social group.

The reason why it is important to consider creoles and dialects as part of the multilingual issues is because children who speak these may often have similar communication difficulties as other multilinguals, such as more frequent diagnosis of language impairment resulting in more referrals for special education (Ford, 2012; Artiles, Harry, Reschly, & Chinn, 2002). In addition, because creoles and dialects are often stigmatized as substandard forms of language, children and families may experience linguistic chauvinism, as evidenced by teachers viewing dialect speakers as less intelligent (Champion, Cobb-Roberts, & Bland-Stewart, 2012). This linguistic chauvinism is compounded by racial stereotyping and discrimination given that the vast majority of creole or dialect...

---

1 Jamaican patois phrase that means “the child speaks well.”

2 The names of these communication systems, do not necessarily reflect how they might be characterized linguistically, but instead, are an indication of how the language communities refer them.
speakers in our country consist of Black children who are either from African-descent, Caribbean-descent, or African Americans.

In terms of best practices for educators, teachers must be provided with professional development opportunities that educate them about the language diversity found among Black children. Like other multilingual children, Black children can benefit from modified language and literacy instruction to accommodate their communication differences (Boutte & Johnson, 2013). For example, teachers might read stories in which the characters use dialect, and then have a conversation about how people speak differently depending on the situation they are in and the person to whom they are talking. Teachers might also have children copy the lyrics to music sung using a dialect (e.g., reggae or hip hop), and talk about the features of language the performers use. In order for teachers to make such instructional accommodations, however, they must be trained in the complexities of language use in general and be aware of the language diversity exemplified by Black children more specifically (Pearson, Conner, & Jackson, 2013). Such training needs to educate them not only about the syntactical, phonological, or morphological features of these creoles and dialects, but also about the pragmatic features of language, such as language socialization practices (Hammer & Weiss, 1999; Vernon-Feagans et al., 2008), and assessment issues (see Bland-Stewart, Elie, & Townsend, 2013).

References
The article by McCabe, et al. highlights multiple ways in which the extant corpus of research on developmental processes and effective strategies for supporting monolingual children’s language development provides a foundation of evidence-based guidance to support the learning needs of the growing population of multilingual children and families. In their review, the authors also highlight some of the unique contextual factors within and across the home, community and educational settings that may be critical factors to address with efforts designed to support children’s multilingual language development. For example, there is some discussion of the importance of dispelling commonly held myths that may create concern and/or confusion on the part of parents, as well as providers, with respect to language development and/or multilingualism. Similarly, they identify a number of potential challenges often encountered in delivering messages and interventions to multilingual families, such as the availability of materials in the home language, program staff who speak the families’ home language, and a cultural mismatch between staff and the families served.

While the authors should be commended for this timely effort, what is less clear is how to best...
bridge the gap between this body of research on basic developmental processes and effective strategies for promoting monolingual children’s language development and the subsequent translation of these strategies for use with multilingual children and their families. In other words, one might argue that an even stronger emphasis should be placed on at least two related areas (one of which was briefly touched upon in the paper) including: (1) the importance of taking into consideration the sociocultural context of culturally and linguistically diverse families when developing new programs and policies; and (2) the need for researchers to engage in theoretically driven approaches to the cultural adaptation of existing research-based strategies to meet the needs of diverse populations.

(1) The sociocultural context of culturally and linguistically diverse families

In considering ways in which existing research can best inform approaches to support the learning needs of the multilingual children and their families, the authors briefly touch upon the importance of understanding the unique sociocultural contexts and needs of such diverse families. However, given the central role that such sociocultural influences may play in determining the effectiveness of strategies employed to support learning experiences of diverse families, it could be argued that such issues should be more prominently highlighted. Various cross-cultural theories of human development (Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Super & Harkness, 1999) have articulated the role that contextual influences play in shaping the development of children from diverse backgrounds. For example, Garcia Coll and Pachter (2002) posit a conceptual model for ethnic and minority parenting that reflects both universal ways of achieving parental goals, but also emphasizes the resilience and adaptiveness of families, and takes into account the unique structural (e.g., poverty, racism, etc.) and culturally-based contextual factors that shape their parenting experiences. As such, recommendations about the application of research-based strategies should stress the importance of developing a more informed understanding of sociocultural context of culturally and linguistically diverse families that explores the extent to which issues such as acculturation, generational status, language barriers, recency of immigration, country of origin, socioeconomic status and culturally-based beliefs and practices may influence the desired, targeted parenting practices, as well as the subsequent development of their children.

As an illustrative example, one of the hallmarks of early care and education programs has been the encouragement of parents to be their children’s first educators (Bornstein, 1995; Zigler & Styfco, 2006). Numerous approaches have been developed to support parents’ involvement with their children’s learning experiences, both at home and within school settings (Jeynes, 2005; Mapp, 2003). A growing body of research has demonstrated that while there are some similarities in the nature of parental involvement across different cultural and ethnic groups, there also are important differences, some which have implications for the present discussion of supporting multilingual children’s learning (Durand, 2011; Goldenberg, Gallimore, Reese, & Garnier, 2001; McWayne, Campos, & Owsianik, 2008). In addition to a range of challenges faced by diverse families (e.g., language barriers, work schedules, among other factors), there often are differences in the types of parental involvement in home versus school activities which may be in part influenced by cultural differences in factors such as parents’ role construction regarding their children’s educational experiences. For example, Goldenberg and colleagues (2001) found that Latino parents believe that it is the school’s responsibility to educate their children versus their role as parents for which a greater emphasis is placed on the socialization of their children. Given such culturally-based differences, efforts to support children’s learning by increasing parental involvement may need to be approached in multiple ways to account for such variability in culturally-based beliefs and practices. By engaging in concerted efforts to fully understand the unique sociocultural context of diverse families being served, practitioners can better ensure more active engagement and the resulting uptake of the targeted research-based strategies.

(2) Theoretically driven approaches to the adaptation and implementation of existing research-based strategies.

There also is a concomitant need for researchers and program developers to proactively and empirically examine the conceptual and theoretical underpinnings of these research-based intervention strategies. To date, much of the developmental and intervention research has been conducted with samples more reflective of the dominant culture, despite a growing body of work focused on culturally and linguistically
diverse populations (Bernal, 2006; Dumas, Arriaga, Begle, & Longoria, 2010; García Coll & Pachter, 2002). Although this does not necessarily negate the importance of findings from such studies, it does raise the question about the generalizability of these evidence-based strategies to other population groups.

Increasingly, researchers have developed a number of cultural adaptation models that articulate systematic, theoretically driven approaches to the adaptation and implementation of existing research-based strategies to best meet the needs of culturally and linguistically diverse populations (e.g., Bernal, 2006; Castro, Barrera, & Holleran Steiker, 2010; Domenech Rodríguez, Baumann & Schwartz, 2011; Dumas et al., 2010). Admittedly, there is not general consensus on how to achieve the optimal balance between making culturally-based adaptations and maintaining fidelity to the original underpinnings of the existing intervention (Bernal, 2006). Nevertheless, these cultural adaptation models provide useful guidance to researchers interested in critically examining the theoretical congruence of their research-based strategies and identifying factors that either may facilitate or may be incongruent with the sociocultural context of diverse families. Most of the current cultural adaptation models employ an iterative, transactional, multi-stage process that typically involves in-depth consultation with both technical research experts and key stakeholders or members of the targeted population to identify the cultural congruence of the conceptual components and potential changes in the intervention, among other steps (see Castro et al., 2010, for a review). With the growing diversity of the population, these kinds of cultural adaptation approaches may prove to be indispensable in the application of research-based language development strategies in ways that are more responsive to the unique sociocultural contexts and experiences of the targeted populations. In sum, I applaud the authors’ concise summary of the relevant literature and their related recommendations for programmatic and policy actions, but also would encourage the expansion of such an important discussion to more overtly include the additional recommendations described above.
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Multilingual Children
Developing and Disseminating Knowledge to Support Successful Language Development

Diane August
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In this Social Policy Report, McCabe, Tamis-LeMonda, Bornstein, Cates, Golinkoff, Hirsh-Pasek, Hoff, Kuchirko, Melzi, Mendelsohn, Paez, Song, and Guerra review the research evidence related to language and early literacy development in multilingual learners with the goal of informing policy and practice for this group of young learners. The review examines the broad social and historical contexts of multilingual learners in the United States; the demographic characteristics of the multilingual family; the basic language developmental processes and effective strategies for promoting monolingual children’s language that can be applied to multilingual children; and the home, education, and community contexts that support learning multiple languages. Their report makes a significant contribution as it succinctly describes the knowledge base in four areas relevant to multilingual language and literacy development and provides recommendations that if enacted, will help support enhanced outcomes for a large and growing population of United States children who are at risk because they are predominately from low-income families.

My commentary focuses on two of the four policy goals in the authors’ action plan. The first is that the federal government support re-
search that advances an understanding of the developmental processes in multilingual children, identifies and evaluates best practices for supporting language and literacy development, and optimizes dissemination of best practices.

This goal is important. While there is a rich literature related to the L2 language and literacy development, including socio-cultural influences on this development, there is a dearth of intervention studies focused on promoting multilingual language and literacy development in young learners who are not yet proficient in English (August & Shanahan, 2008). A recent review of intervention studies on this topic published in peer-reviewed journals uncovered very few studies (August, 2012). Between 1980 and 2011 there were only seven intervention studies that focused on oral language development, five studies that focused on phonological awareness (PA) or code-related skills, and four studies that focused more broadly on a combination of skills in prekindergarten or kindergarten multilingual English-language learners. There were no experimental studies focused on a particularly important topic—helping parents and teachers engage in high-quality interactions with children (Dickinson, Darrow, & Tinubu, 2008; Hamre, La-Casale-Couch, & Pianta, 2008).

It should be noted that the developmental and socio-cultural research and the limited number of intervention studies (e.g. Farver, Lonigan, & Eppe, 2009; Barnett, Yarosz, Thomas, & Blanco, 2007; Roberts, 2008) support the strategies the authors of this report present for promoting multilingual skills.

The limited intervention research on multilingual learners compares with 191 intervention studies (that passed at least four tiers of screening) located by the National Early Literacy Panel that examined the development of early literacy skills in young children (National Early Literacy Panel, 2008). The panel did not report on differences between multilingual learners and students whose home language is English but called for future studies to examine the possible varied impact or early interventions particularly on the largest and growing groups of children who struggle with literacy (such as second-language learners and children raised in poverty) (National Early Literacy Panel, 2008, p. xi). The panel recommended that even if studies are not designed to answer such questions they should report on data for children from different demographic categories.

The report’s authors propose a second policy recommendation that calls for strategies to be developed that address practical issues related to adoption of their recommendations by child professionals. To accomplish this, the authors propose integrating research-based recommendations into existing professional development, continuing education requirements, and professional society policies and recommendations. This is an excellent recommendation and I wish the authors had more opportunity in this policy report to discuss the obstacles to adoption of their recommendations at the national, state, and local levels and provide suggestions and action steps for overcoming these obstacles. Perhaps a follow-up issue of the Social Policy Report might be dedicated to this topic.

One obstacle related to integrating the recommendations into existing professional development/continuing education requirements is that our understanding of how best to develop language and early literacy skills in multilingual children is hindered by the thin research base described above. The paucity of research prevents us from fully understanding how language acquisition is moderated by the six key variables specified by Bornstein (see Box 1: The Specificity Principle (SP) in Multiple Language Learning in this report) that include for example, individual characteristics, setting characteristics, and mechanisms through which languages are acquired.
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